
 

 

Barooga Sports Club - Major Promotion Details 

Friday Night Golden Goose Raffle 
NSW Permit No. Not required. 

Date(s):  The promotional period will run from 1st July 2022 until 31st July 2022.  

• The Prize Draws will take place every Friday from the 1st of July. 

• Ten Raffle Draws will take place at 8:30PM and a further ten at 9:30PM. 

Prize(s): 20 prizes with a maximum combined value of $4,200; individual prizes vary in value 

between $500.00 Cash (OR $1000.00 in points) and $50.00 in vouchers/in-house credits 

1.0 Eligibility 
1. Financial membership status of the Barooga Sports Club Ltd is not required to 

participate in this promotion. 

2. Entry to the promotion is not applicable to any person under the age of 18. 

3. Participation in the promotion is subject to the standard entry conditions of the Barooga 

Sports Club premises. 

4. Suspended Sporties Group Members or banned individuals are ineligible to enter the 

raffle or win any prizes. 

 

2.0 General 
1. All draws in this promotion will take place at the Sporties Barooga premises, 10 

Burkinshaw Street Barooga NSW 3644. 

2. In the event of any disputes, the decision of Management is final. 

3. The Club reserves the right to use publicity photos, in any reasonable manner they see 

fit unless that person advises the Barooga Sports Club at the time of entering the 

promotion that they wish to retain their anonymity.  Prize winners also acknowledge 

that their photo may be used for a promotional display at the Barooga Sports Club, on 

the Sporties Barooga social media platforms or website. 

4. The Club and its agents reserve the right to disqualify any entrant where it has reason to 

believe the entrant has breached any of these terms and conditions or engaged in any 

unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise the fair and proper 

conduct of this promotion. The Club’s legal rights to recover damages or other 

compensation because of such conduct are reserved. 

5. If this promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as 

reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Club, the 

Club reserves the right, in its sole discretion and to the full extent permitted by law, to 

vary, suspend or cancel this promotion. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3.0 Prize and Entry Draw Terms 
1. Price of entry is as follows: 

a. For every $1 worth of tickets, the entrant will receive 5 numbers. 

b. For every $5 worth of tickets (in the same transaction) entrant will receive a 

bonus of 5 additional numbers. 

2. A maximum of 20 individuals, per week, will win the chance to participate in the 

promotion. 

3. Each successful individual will have the opportunity to pick which of the ‘golden eggs’ 

they wish to reveal the prize of this will take place in the order in which their successful 

number is drawn. 

4. Each golden egg will reveal 1 of the 45 different available prizes advertised. 

5. Successful individuals can be drawn out more than once per night. 

6. Successful raffle number must be presented to the golden goose host prior to selection 

and reveal of selected golden egg prize. 

7. Entrants must be present to participate and redeem successful raffle numbers. 

8. Successful raffle numbers will be given a maximum of 2 minutes to come forward with 

their successful ticket. If after 2 minutes a successful entrant has not come forward, the 

golden goose host will enact a redraw. 

9. Prize vouchers are not redeemable for cash 

10. Advantage Rewards Points that are won in the golden goose raffle by non-members can 

be exchanged for a Sporties voucher of the same value. Exclusively available to non-

members. 

11. The Jackpot Prize can be redeemed for either $1000.00 worth of Advantage Rewards 

Points or $500.00 in cash, available to both members and non-members. 

12. The Jackpot increases by $100.00 worth of inhouse credits (or $50.00 of cash) for every 

week that it does not get selected. 


